
Bea is super sweet. She's a very happy girl and sometimes just acts like a big shaggy 

puppy even though her real age is anywhere between 2 - 4 years old. Bea came into 

care heavily pregnant and gave birth to 8 glorious puppies and proved to be a 

model Mum. All pups are grown now and looking for their own forever homes. Bea 

has been desexed.

 

Bea is quite smart and a quick learner picking up tricks and training very well. She 

has her Sit, Stay and Come down pat and has moved on Look, Lay, Lay Down and 

Roll Over. Her leash manners still need some work as she gets a little excitable 

when she sees another dog when out and about, but being as smart as she is it 

won't take her long to master that too.

 

Being a Wolfhound/Bull Terrier mix she's a rather large dog but with a 

low/medium energy level. She enjoys a crazy lap round the yard and does loves 

spalashing in the pond but then prefers to relax on an elevated platform to view 

her "domain".

 

Bea takes things as it comes. She loves going on adventures and being with people 

but will happily spend all day at your feet if you are home. Want her to sleep inside 

she'll love that but is just as content to be in the yard too. She's affectionate but is 

happy to chill out alone. Whatever you want Bea is fine with it.

 

Bea is currently living with a variety of other dogs and gets along great with all of 

them, but she can be alittle "rude" when meeting new dogs for the first time. Bea 

has been exposed to cats but takes an interest in them if they run so she would be 

best suited to a family with a dog savvy cat or separation but no pocket pets.

 

If you are looking for a laid back gal who is happy to go with the flow, can provide 

food, affection and a squeaky toy or two than Bea is here waiting for your to call.

Name

BEA

*

AGE:

2-4 years 

*

FEMALE

*

Microchipped:

YES

*

Vaccinated:

YES

*

Desexed

YES

*

Basic Training:

YES

*

Toilet Trained:

YES

*

Sleeps:

INSIDE/OUTSIDE

*

Energy Level:

LOW/MED

*

Good with...

Dogs: YES

Kids: YES 

Cats: DOG SAVVY

 

ADOPT ME!
Meet BEA

deafdogrescue.com.au

Bea  is currently located in Townsville, QLD

 *Interstate adoption welcome

HEAR NO EVIL - AUSTRALIAN DEAF DOG RESCUE

admin@deafdogrescue.com.au : 0497 414 632


